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	Beginning Node.js is your step-by-step guide to learning all the aspects of creating maintainable Node.js applications. You will see how Node.js is focused on creating high-performing, highly-scalable websites, and how easy it is to get started. Many front-end devs regularly work with HTML, CSS, PHP, even WordPress, but haven't yet got started with Node.js. This book explains everything for you from a beginner level, enabling you to start using Node.js in your projects right away.


	Using this book you will learn important Node.js concepts for server-side programming. You will begin with an easy-to-follow pure JavaScript primer, which you can skip if you're confident of your JS skills. You'll then delve into Node.js concepts such as streams and events, and the technology involved in building full-stack Node.js applications. You'll also learn how to test your Node.js code, and deploy your Node.js applications on the internet.


	Node.js is a great and simple platform to work with. It is lightweight, easy to deploy and manage. You will see how using Node.js can be a fun and rewarding experience - start today with Beginning Node.js.


	What youÂ’ll learn


	• Learn how JavaScript can help you be highly productive as a full-stack developer


	• How to set up an end to end Node.js development environment


	• Learn how to create reusable and maintainable Node.js modules


	• Patterns for sharing code between the server and the client


	• Create Node.js restful web services and websites


	• Store and retrieve your data using Document Databases


	• How to test your Node.js applications


	• How to deploy your applications on the internet


	Who this book is for


	Beginning Node.js is great for front-end developers looking to use Node.js in their websites. If you understand the basics of programming this book will teach you how you can leverage JavaScript to create full stack web-apps using Node.js. Node.js allows you to write code that runs both on the client and server. This allows you to reuse more code and deliver applications faster. From this book you will learn how to write maintainable server-side JavaScript using Node.js, how to test your code and deploy it on the internet.
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Power Programming With Mathematica: The Kernel (Programming Tools for Scientists & Engineers)McGraw-Hill, 1996

	Power Programming with Mathematica: The Kernel offers you a self-contained overview of this high-level language, featuring real-world programming tips and techniques - plus an accompanying disk with an array of advanced programming examples, utilities, and supported exercises.


	Filled with programming-related examples and...
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Beginning Perl, 3rd EditionApress, 2010

	Perl was originally written by Larry Wall while he was working at NASA’s Jet Propulsion Labs. Larry is an Internet legend, known not just for Perl, but as the author of the UNIX utilities rn, one of the original Usenet newsreaders, and patch, a tremendously useful tool that takes a list of differences between two files and allows you to...
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Intelligent Document Capture with Ephesoft - Second EditionPackt Publishing, 2015

	Automate the processing of scanned and digital documents by improving accuracy using web-based open and modern intelligent document capture software


	About This Book

	
		Learn how to implement the benefits of intelligent document capture using Ephesoft Enterprise 4
	
		Leverage the power of the...
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Press and Politics in the Weimar RepublicOxford University Press, 2009

	Press and Politics offers a new interpretation of the fate of Germany's first democracy and the advent of Hitler's Third Reich. It is the first study to explore the role of the press in the politics of the Weimar Republic, and to ask how influential it really was in undermining democratic values.

	

	Anyone who seeks to...
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Oracle Solaris Cluster Essentials (Oracle Solaris System Administration Series)Prentice Hall, 2010

	Thousands of IT organizations have adopted clustering to improve the availability of mission-critical software services. Today, with the rapid growth of cloud computing environments, clustering is even more crucial.


	Oracle® Solaris Cluster Essentials is a...
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CCIE Routing and Switching v4.0 Quick ReferenceCisco Press, 2010

	Cisco CCIE Routing and Switching certifies expert-level knowledge of networking across various LAN and WAN interfaces and a variety of routers and switches. The CCIE certification is both the most difficult and the most prestigious certification available from Cisco. In fact, the CCIE certification has received numerous awards from computing...
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